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About the 1st Photon
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It is occasionally mentioned that the God/Nature interface lies at the Math/Physics border. Physics requires “Momentum” in forward 
time/space, whereas Math satisfies itself with “Number/Formula” in forward/backward time/space, i.e. imagination, only. The interface 
itself requires “Quantum”, which shares peculiar characteristics of both worlds (Entropy & Syntropy), while responding – individually 
& collectively – to the 0↔9r or “nothing↔everything” most unique existential condition of the evolving reality we live in. Two steps 
forward, one back... Homo sapiens, 3G ruling program, 440Hz-logged in pineal gland, instinct, fight-or-flight, fentanyl...

The infamous irreversible evolutionary principle of systems at non-equilibrium, i.e. in time/space. Ours?
It is also rumored/said that God/Nature always leaves a trace of its past. Just in case. A universal unique constant remains as of today a 
total enigma, i.e. the “Fine Structure Constant” of ±1/137, unit less. Fibonacci was first at pointing out – as a fervid mathematician – at 
the fact that Nature’s shapes on Earth were hiding a Secret, much later coined the “Secret of the Universe”, i.e. a particular 0↔3r6r↔9r 
number series which – when assembled geometrically – leads to a self-annihilating construction/concept, with – at its interface – a 
stationary wave-like 0↔1-1 vibration… A thousand years ago, nobody paid attention to Fibonacci’s enlightenment, the “Mad/Math 
Guy who yearns to cross path with God”. Lucky him/us, most probably. It is only recently within most advanced freewill environments 
flourishing from past enforced copy/paste-type obscurantism that Sciences did dare the Truth: indeed, the Fibonacci Series could well 
reveal/unveil the “Secret of the Universe”.

The Fibonacci Series as a YinYang/TsimTsoum (YY/TT) yet unique most single spontaneous arrangement of the 0↔9r existential condition of our 
Galaxy and all it contains, leading de facto to the 1st Photon as the 180° superposition (∆phase/pitch) of its two constitutive ±twin spins 1/-1 with - as 
an interface remnant – the “Fine Structure Constant”1.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G4yRUO5IR8o
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ilya_Prigogine
https://youtu.be/N6qN8GirKZU
https://pl.pinterest.com/pin/a-spiral-fractal-is-a-fibonacci-sequence-love-description-from-pinterestcom-i-searched-for-this-on-bingcomimages--126663808250958986/
https://discover.hubpages.com/education/Fibonacci-numbers
https://youtu.be/RCSSgxV9qNw
https://phys.org/news/2023-08-visualizing-mysterious-quantum-entanglement-photons.html
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Remember
Never dare to close your Mind. Curiosity/Knowledge knows no Frontiers. Add Cognition & Self-Consciousness and you have a Human, 
i.e. Homo modestis. Humanity culminates to a point where reconciliation is in dire need for further HI2 advances. Try to progress where 
you are weak3, to share/be patient where you are strong4, and to encourage your Mentors with a positive attitude5. It is all about time/
space, vibration, and cell membrane fatty acids, i.e. the mind, all led by cognition and self-consciousness, i.e. the human brain. Hats off, 
Fibonacci.

True Love in Hebrew/German sounds different due to the Phase/Pitch6, not the Amplitude/Frequency.

“The Tissue is The Issue”7

Homo sapiens must be encouraged/led towards their true reason of being, which is to serve Humanity. Not by competing aganist each 
other, but rather from well thought off contributions, from giving away the whole of them, the whole of it, in which particular case there 
is no need for translation, worldwide, universally. It simply is the evolutionary definition/vibration/dimension of true Love, i.e. Body/
Mind (0↔3r6r↔9r) + Human Brain (0↔1-1), the antidote to death. True Love is about “Death Prevention”. Be safe. Love genuinely @ 
432Hz.

1 From a Darwinian perspective, the alpha constant (α=±1/137=9r=0) appears to be a remnant of our most single common ancestor pre- BigBang (be 
It what it may), an imaginary mathematical self-annihilating double twin spin of infinite frequency (0↔1-1), in improbable resonance with everything 
(0↔9r), evolutionary achieving differentiation (0↔3r6r↔9r), i.e. us, as we speak, ±13.8 billion years later...
2 Read Human Intelligence. Awaiting/encouraging desperately conservative Homo sapiens…
3 Accept Yourself Un-conditionally! Then, only, work (un-conditionally) on it. That is Self-Love. Because, You deserve (are worth) it…
4 Don’t accept fate. Please. From Homo sapiens to Homo modestis. A mind mutation away… Vision.
5 Keep re-visiting your kind self…SHEN Yun… It all belongs to the wise/intelligent Class… the Authentic Elite.
6 Try to abstract the phase/pitch (Time/Space) and to decipher/absorb the Human vibration (Entropy/Syntropy) from the Math Contribution.
7 The original smile expression “The Tissue is The Issue” was technically introduced in little USA Bastogne in support of the market introduction 
& development of the then established scientific knowledge that 85% of all death worldwide – annually – find their origin in chronic tissue 
inflammation & associated degenerative diseases, i.e. an omega-963/9r ratio away…
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https://lyricstranslate.com/en/rikma-enoshit-echad-human-tissue.html
https://lyricstranslate.com/en/der-weg-way.html-0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WwBG45WiyVs&list=RDMM&index=18
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_9CnnYhFQHY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1lUw0-Hnuto
https://www.taipeitimes.com/News/sport/archives/2023/06/26/2003802172
https://www.msjonline.org/index.php/ijrms/article/view/439
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-JhXbf9UQ8k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KoYHWgj1Gcs
https://www.lorealparisusa.com/because-youre-worth-it
https://www.scivisionpub.com/pdfs/for-some-great-reasons-things-happen-in-humans-2586.pdf
https://pl.shenyun.org/videos/about-shen-yun/play/D6UMRoS-Z2g/
https://dosits.org/science/advanced-topics/phase/
https://www.corpuspublishers.com/assets/articles/oajdos-v3-22-1038.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-6BQJDeGy0c
https://www.mdpi.com/books/mono/5908-the-healthiest-diet-for-you-scientific-aspects

